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Exclusive style and unmatched quality, Aqualux has 
been proven in Australian pools for almost 50 years.

Traditional pool interiors can be harsh on delicate skin - and 
an Aqualux interior doesn’t just look good - it feels good too! 

Smooth to touch and Sanitized for total hygiene, this low 
maintenance commercial quality membrane comes in a 
range of designer prints. From the rich blues of Bahama 
through to the pale creamy tones of  Sandstone, there is
an Aqualux colour to suit every pool. 

Whether it's a simple resurfacing or structural changes like adding 
steps or even widening the pool - once repairs are complete, 
Aqualux is the perfect way to finish it. 

Formulated specifically for the harsh Australian climate, each 
batch of Aqualux undergoes rigorous quality control testing 
before leaving the factory, so you can be confident you’re getting 
the very best. Strong and flexible, Aqualux will keep your pool 
water-tight for years to come - guaranteed!

TM

Award winning technology
Industry leading manufacture techniques
Apply over tiles, fibreglass, paint, marblesheen, 
pebbles and other rendered finishes
Suitable for new pools and renovations
No pool too complicated 
Over 30 years experience with 3D Pools
A perfect fit every time with Photo Measure
Excellent for areas with ground movement
Can flex up to 300% without tearing
Specialist UV Inhibitors help prevent fade
Low maintenance & resistant to fungus
Will not chip, peel, crack, bubble or flake
Guaranteed to last -  12 year warranty
Australian made, Australian owned

FIND A LOCAL INSTALLER - PH 07 3803 9000 or visit www.abgal.com.au
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Caribbean Pacific

With an Aqualux Pool Finish from ABGAL



Flexible and Strong

The Installation Process

Guaranteed

Colour Range

Easy to Care For

See more at www.aqualuxpool.com.au or facebook.com/aqualuxpool

One of the lowest maintenance pool finishes available, general maintenance is very simple - 
just make sure any equipment is compatible with a PVC finish, and if you’ve had sunscreen in 
the pool, give the waterline a wipe over with a soft cloth or sponge to prevent a scum line 
from building up. No scrubbing or harsh chemicals required!

At .75mm thick, Aqualux is the ideal thickness for durability 
without compromising maximum flexibility. In this dramatic 
show of strength (right), a 4WD is lifted off the ground, 
supported only by Aqualux. Capable of stretching up to 
300%, it can flex and return back to position, making it ideal to repair structural damage in 
pool shells that have cracked with ground movement.

An Aqualux interior must always be measured for, and fitted by an experienced professional. 
Once your pool has been prepared and the Aqualux interior manufactured, the actual 
installation process takes just a day.  And unlike other resurfacing options, there is no messy 
grinding or blasting required - installation is quite literally ‘no mess, no fuss’. 

Your pool is ready to use straight away - no
drying, no curing - just fill and swim!  Scan
this code to watch an installation now.

In a domestic setting, an Aqualux pool interior is guaranteed to keep a pool shell watertight 
and for twelve years - and in the right conditions, most will last for years beyond this. 

You can see a selection of current colours on this page - for the full range, speak to an installer, 
or connect with us on facebook - www.facebook.com/aqualuxpool
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Casablanca

Scan here to find a local installer
or go to www.abgal.com.au


